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INTRODUCTION 
THE MAIN purpose of this paper is to estimate the homotopy type of a complex affine algebraic set. 
For this, we shall study the topology of an algebraic set from the view point of a stratified space 
with the aid of some results on local properties of analytic sets. 
Let Vo be a complex affine algebraic set in a complex N-space C '~. Suppose that Vo is defined 
by r polynomials jr,. . . . .  [r: C '~ --, C; Vo = jr,-'(0) n . . .  O if '(0). Let V be a complex algebraic set 
in a complex projective N-space P'~ which is defined by r homogeneous polynomials it . . . . .  fr 
obtained from jr, . . . . .  jr, by homogenizing them in such a way that ~(Zo, Z, . . . . .  zN)= 
Zo~'f~(zt/zo . . . . .  zN/zo) for each i = 1 . . . . .  r, where dl is the degree of f, Then we have the infinite 
hyperplane section V~ = V n P~"-' of I/o by the infinite hyperplane p j~-t  defined by Zo = 0. Let 
s be the complex dimension of the union Y.V U 2V~ of the singular sets EV and 2V~ of V and 
V~, respectively. We shall refer to the number k = N - r - s - 1 as the geometric regularity of the 
affine algebraic set Vo, where r is the minimal number of equations defining Vo. 
THEOREM. Let I/o be a complex aDine algebraic set. Suppose that Vo has complex dimension 
and geometric regularity k. Then 
(1) I/o has the homotopy type of a finite CW-complex of dimension at most 2n - k or n 
according as k <- 1 or k >I 2. 
(2) Vo is (k - 1)-connected. 
The statements (1) and (2) in the Theorem can be considered as a generalization and a 
refinement respectively, of the so-called Lefschetz hyperplane section theorem in terms of the 
notion of a geometric regularity (refer to Lefschetz[17], Andreotti and Frankel[2], Bott[4] and 
also Howard[10], Gestner and Kaup[6]). The proof of the Theorem will be by extending the 
Poincar6-Lefschetz duality and the Lefschetz hyperplane section theorem to the singular cases 
(cf. [23], [7]). 
This paper is organized as follows; in §§1-4, we shall introduce and develop the theory of 
k-regular spaces to state the partial Poincar~ duality between their homology and cohomology. 
Roughly speaking, a stratified m-space V is k-regular, if a link of each singular stratum has the 
same homology as an (m - t - 1)-sphere up to dimension k - 1, where t is the dimension of the 
stratum. Then the partial Poincar( duality theorem says that for a compact k-regular m-space 
with a fundamental class [V]EH,,(V, Z), the Poincar6 homomorphism N IV]: Hm-i(V,Z)~ 
Hi(V, Z) is bijective for i ~< k - 1 or i t> m - k + 1, surjective for i = k and injective for i = m - k. 
In fact, for our purpose, we prove the partial Poincar~-Lejrschetz duality for a stratified pair. In 
§§5 and 6, we study the topology of a complex algebraic set in pN. According to Whitney [22] and 
Thorn[21], a complex analytic set is a stratified space with each stratum a complex analytic 
manifold. By making use of Hamm's theorem[9] on local connectivity of an analytic set, 
originated by Milnor [29] in the hypersurface case, we investigate the connectivity of a link of 
each stratum of the analytic set. In particular, we show that if a complex algebraic set V in pN is 
defined by r homogeneous polynomials and its singular set E V has the complex dimension s, then 
V is (N - r - s - l)-regular, even in the homotopy sense. On the other hand, by applying Hamm's 
theorem to the base of the cone on the projective set V, we have a singular hypersurface section 
theorem ; for any hypersurface H in P'~, ~r,(V, V N H) = 0 for all i ~< N - r - 1. To determine the 
fundamental group of the complement of a hyperplane section, we prove in §7 a generic 
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hypersurface section theorem by virtue of a generalized version of a connectivity theorem for a 
local Milnor fiber due to Kato--Matsumoto[12]. An implication of the theorem is that the 
fundamental group of the complement of a non-singular curve in a non-singular surface in P~' 
which is a generic hypersurface s ction of the surface is a central extension of the fundamental 
group of the surface by a cyclic group whose order can be described by the second egree of V in 
P~'. Finally, the partial Poincar6 duality, the partial Lefschetz duality, the singular hyperplane 
section theorem and the generic hyperplane section theorem enable us to complete the proof of 
the Theorem. Some of results of this paper have been announced in [11], where the partial 
Poincar6 duality for a PL k-regular space is proved. 
§l. STaATtFmD SPACZS 
Let V be a locally compact Hausdorff space with a distinguished closed subspace 12. A 
collection ~/' of subspaces of V is a stratification of V bounded by 12, if the following four 
conditions are satisfied: 
(1) Each element X, called a stratum, of b ° is a paracompact manifold (possibly) with 
boundary c~X such that X O 12 = c~X and all connected components of X are of the same 
dimension. 
(2) ~' covers (V, 12) disjointly; xt.d~(X, ~X) = (V, (r) and for strata X, Y of 5e, if X n Y# 0, 
then X = Y. 
(3) 6e is locally finite; For each point x of V, there is an open neighborhood U of x in V such 
that U is disjoint from all but a finite number of strata of 5C 
(4) (Frontier condition). For each stratum X of ~e, a frontier ~:X =.q ' -X  of X in V is 
covered by some strata of 5e; ,~X = U Y for some Y E 5e, where .~" stands for a closure of X in 
V. In this case we shall write Y < X. 
For a stratum X of ~, an open tubular neighborhood of X in V is a triple (T, zr, ;t) consisting of an 
open neighborhood T of X in V, maps zr: T~ X and ;t: T~ [0, =) which satisfy the following 
mapping cylinder bundle condition. 
(5) There exists a locally trivial fiber bundle 6.: T~X.  Let ~r': M((r )~X and A': M(6.)~ 
[0, ~) be the open mapping cylinder bundle of 6-: T-~X with the mapping cylinder M(6-) of 6- 
defined by M(6.) = T x [0, ~) U X/(x, 0) - 6-(x) for x E ~r and the map ~.' defined by ,~'((x, t)) = t 
for all ((x, t))EM(6-). Then there is a homeomorphism h: M(T)~ T making a commutative 
diagram 
M(T) 
X " [0, ~) 
T 
A tubular neighborhood system o[~ in V is a collection ~ = {(Tx, ~rx, Ax)IX E ~} of tubular 
neighborhoods of X E ~ in V satisfying the following three conditions (6), (7) and (8): 
(6) For strata X, Y ~ ~, if Tx n T~. ~ ~J, then Y < X or X ~ Y. 
(7) ~r is compatible in the sense that for strata X, Y E ~ such that Y < X, we have 
m. o Irx(e) = m.(e) and ;t~. o ~rx(e) = ;ty(e) for each point e of Tx n T~, such that ~rx(e)~ TY. 
(8) Each tubular neighborhood (T×, w×, A×) is locally trivial compatibly with the stratification 
in the following sense; 
For each point x of V, 
(i) if we put T×.~ = ¢rx-'(x) and 12x., = T×., n ;t×-'(1), then 5e(T×~) = {W n T,,..IX ~ W ~ 5e} 
and Y(12x.,)={WA 12x.~iX< W~Y} are (unbounded) stratifications of Tx., and 12×.,, 
respectively, and 
(ii) there is an open neighborhood U of x in X and a homeomorphism h: U x T×.~  ~'×-'(U) 
satisfying the following three conditions for each stratum W of 5 e such that X ~< W; 
(a) h(U x (W O Tx,)) = ¢rx-'(U) n W, 
(b) h(U ×(Two Tx~)) = ¢:×-'(U)O Tw and 
(c) the following diagram is commutative; 
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Ux(Wnrx . , , ) ,  '~' ' ' '  Ux(T, ,nTx. , )  "~ ,T,,,nT,,., 
~r×-'(U)O W, Zrx- '(U)n Tw ' '  , [0,=), 
where we do not distinguish restrictions of maps, p2 is the projection onto the second factor and 
l u is the identity map of U. 
By a stratified space V bounded by (/we shall mean a locally compact Hausdorff space V 
together with a stratification 6 8 of V bounded by 12 and a tubular neighborhood system 0- of 68 in 
V (see Thorn[21], Mather[18]). We shall say that V is a stratified space with Thorn structure 
{68, if} bounded by I)'. Notice that 12 is an unbounded stratified space with ~ = {OXIX E 68, 
OXs~ 0} and ~ = {(Tx, lrx, Ax)bxl0X E ~}, where (Tx, ~'x, Ax)l~x stands for the restriction of a 
mapping cylinder bundle (Tx, ~rx, Ax) to c~X; (Tx, ~rx, Ax)l~x =(lrx-'(OX), 7rxlTrx-~(c~X), 
xx I~,x-'(ax)). 
A subset bo' of 68 is a substratification rb D, if for every pair (X, Y) E ~'  x bo, Y < X implies 
Y E 68'. Then V' = U X is a closed subspace of V and 68' is a stratification of V' bounded by 
X E,5#' 
~"= V' n ~'. We.shall say that V' is covered by 68' or 68' covers V'. Moreover, V' is a stratified 
space with Thorn structure {68', J" = {(Tx n V', ~rxITx N V', AxITx N V')IX E 68'} hounded by 
I2'. Thus V' will be referred as a substratified space of V. 
Examples. (1) For an integer m _->0, the m-skeleton 68"~ ={X E68IdimX <-m} of 6e is a 
substratification f 68 and a closed subspace V" covered by 68" is called the m-skeleton of V. 
(2) For any subsets ~ of 68, we have a substratification ~ ={T~681Y<XE~}. In 
particular, for a stratum X of 68, {X} is a substratification f 5e covering )( and will be denoted by 
68(E'). 
A stratum X of 68 is principal, if there is no stratum Y of 68 such that Y < X. 
(3) If X is principal, then V-X ,  V ~ and a frontier 5~)( of .~" in V are covered by 
substratifications 68(V - X) = ~ - {X}, 68(V----L-]~) = 68 - 68(X) and 68(~:1~) = 6e - ~(~-) n 68()(), 
respectively. In particular, for any stratum X of 68, X is a principal stratum of bo(X) and 
~X = ..~ - X is covered by a substratification 68(~X) = 68()() - {X}. 
By ~bo we shall denote the collection of all principal strata of 68. Then by (3), bo.~ = bo- 9~ is 
a substratification f 68 = 68~o~ and 68~2~ = 68,,-  ~68.~ is a substratification f 68~,~ and hence of 5e. 
Since 68 is locally finite, repeating this process a finite number of times, we finally reach a number 
h such that 68~ ~ ~ but 68~., = 0. The number h will be referred to as the height of 68' and 
denoted by h(68'). 
LEUUA l.l. The subset bOo = {X~ bOltgX = 0} of bO is a substratification fbO. 
Proof. To prove Lemma 1.1, it suffices to show that for a pair (X, Y)~ bo × 68 such that 
Y < X, YJ~ 68o implies X~ boo. If Y,~ bOo, then dY~ tJ and for a point y of OY there is an open 
neighborhood U of y in Y such that an open stratified tubular neighborhood T~.IU restricted to 
U is isomorphic with a product U x T,.., By the condition for local triviality of stratifications, 
X n T~,.~ is a stratum of ~(T~..,) and a stratum X n (TyIU) of 68(TyIU) is homeomorphic with 
U x (XA Ty.~). Since Ty., is unbounded and OU=dYN U~t~, it follows that O(U× 
(X n Ty.,)) = dU x (X n T~.,) ~ ~t, and hence X O (T~.IU) is a manifold with boundary. 
Therefore, we have that OX¢ ~ and X~ 5~o, completing the proof. 
§2. CLOSED TUBULAR NEIGHBORHOODS 
In this section, we shall fix a stratified space V with Thorn structure {5 ~, ~T} bounded by I~'. 
For an open tubular neighborhood (T×, ~r×,A×)E ~r of a stratum X E bo in V, we put 
Vx = A×-'([0, I]). Then we have that 17× -- V× U 5~X and hence that Vx is a closed tubular 
neighborhood of X in V-5~X. We shall denote the restrictions 7r× IVx: Vx ~ X and A× IV×: 
Vx ~[0, 2] again by ~'x and Ax, respectively. A triple (Vx, Zrx, Ax) will be referred to as a closed 
tubular neighborhood ofX in V. We put l?x = Vx n Ax-'(l), V~× = V× o (1' and l)',~x = l?x O f', 
furthermore for a stratum W of 68 such that W _-> X, we put Wx = Vx n W, Wx = ((x n w, 
W~x=WxOl?  and l~'~×=ff 'xnl? ,  and for each point x of X, we put Vx.,=~rx-'(x), 
l?x.~ = Vx., n l)x, Wx.x = Vx., n W and W,,., = l;'x., N W. It follows from the local triviality of 3- 
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that l?x~ is a stratified space with ~x., = {¢¢x~lX < W E ~} and 9x.~ = {(Tw, 7rw, hw)l,~.~..lW×.x E 
#,,.~} and Vx.x is a cone on l?x.~ with vertex point x. Moreover, V× is a stratified space with 
9~x ={WxIX<= WE6#} and fix = {(T,~, ~-w, xw)lw, lWx ~, ,}u{(T; , ,  ,r;,, X;,)} bounded by 
f'×UV~×, where T~,= Vx-  f'×, Vex = rr×-'(aX), ~'x-'-rr,,iT;,, and h~,--,[0,=) is a map 
defined by hj,(e) = tan (~r/2)(h×(e)) for all e E Tk. In particular, V× is a bounded stratified space 
with {5~x, 9"x} bounded by 'v',x = I2× M V,x. Moreover, the locally trivial condition enables us to 
consider It×: (V×, l?x)--, X as a stratified bundle pair over X with the fiber pair (Vx.,, f'×.,) at 
each point x of X. Since V is locally compact and 5 ~ is locally finite, the fiber V×., is a compact 
stratified space with a finite stratification bounded by f'×..,. 
We shall refer to Vx~ and ~'x.~ as the dual and the link of X in V at x, sometimes written 
D(X, V)~ and L(X, V)~ ; respectively. If X < W for strata X, W of St, then for a point x of V and 
for a point y of I$'×., we have an identification: L(W×..~, f'~.Ov = L(W, V), = f'w.~. For a point x 
of a stratum X of 5P, we have a closed neighborhood B of x in X which is homeomorphic with a 
ball. If x ~ 3X, we may take a ball neighborhood B of x in X so that B ~ dX = C is a ball 
neighborhood of x in aX and the pair (B, C) is homeomorphic with (C × [0, 1], C × 0). Putting 
V~ = 7rx-'(B) and ~7, = 3vV~, we shall refer V, and ~7~ as the star and the link of x in V, 
respectively. Then the pair (V~, V~) is homeomorphic with the m-fold suspension of (Vx.., f 'x,)  
or the cone on an (m - 1)-fold suspension of (Vx~, f'×.~) according as x E X - 0X or x ~ OX, 
where dim X = m. 
We shall refer to the collection Le(V)={Wx.,[x ~ X < W E 5e} as the local data of the 
stratified space V. 
For a substratified space V' of V with a substratification 5 ~', we have a closed neighborhood 
N(V', V) = Nv. = U Vx of V' in V, called the closed tubular neighborhood o.f V' in V. Note 
XESe '  
that Nv, is a stratified space with 5#(Nv.) = {Wv, = W M Nv.IX <- W E 5# for some X E 5¢'} and 
~r(N,,.)={(Tw, ~rw, Xw)IW,,.IW,,.e~C(N,,.)! U {(TJ,,~r;,,,X;()IX~5 '} bounded by (N,,,)'= 
N,,, U N( f " ,  V), where Nv, = ~:Nv, and N(V', (z) is the closed tubular neighborhood of 17' in 17. 
On the other hand, the exterior E(V', V) = E,,. = V - N~, of N,,. in V is also a stratified space 
bounded by (Ev , ) '=N, , .U(~?-N( f " , f ' ) ) .  In particular, for a stratum X of 5 e, putting__ 
X= E(ITX,,f(), 5~X= N(~X, ff()AX, OX= E(3~(oX), aX), ~aX= aXM N(~(0X),  aX), 
;x-'(_X) = V x and V~ O f'x = I7_x, we have that X is a manifold with boundary (gX=_ ,~,XU aX 
such that ~rX r~ aX= ~:aX, V_x is a stratified-space bounded by (~'x)" = l?x U V~_x and 
• "s = rr×lV_x: (V_x, V_x)~X is a stratified bundle such that ~r.x: V_x--,X is a mapping cylinder 
stratified bundle of ~-~ = rrxll?~ • f'_x--,X. Thus we have a decomposition N = N(V', V)= 
U V~ such that if X is principal in 5 ~', then N = N( V' - X, V) U V_x and N( V' - X, V) n V_x = 
lq(V'-X, v) n (v~)" = V..x = ~rS'(~ _X). 
In general, for a subset 9~ of St, we put N(~)  = U V×. Then for the set ~¢ '  of all principal 
X ~  
strata of 5¢', we have a decomposition N = N(~'  - ~5¢') U N(~5 ~') such that N(~Se') is a disjoint 
union of {V~IX ~ ~Y'} and N(Y ' -  ~gSf') M V~ = E~_x for each Y E ~Se'. By making use of this 
decomposition, it may be shown that a number of topological properties for the pair (N, V') is 
inherited from those of (Vs, _X). For example, it is not hard to see that V' is a deformation retract 
of N, and N is a deformation retract of N - V'. Moreover, we have the following: 
PRoPosmoN 2.1. The closed tubular neighborhood N of V' in V is the closed mapping cylinder 
of a certain map it: 1Q--* V'. In particular, N - V' is homeomorphic with/Q x (0, 1]. 
We omit the proof of Proposition 2.1. 
Convention. Throughout the paper, all homology and cohomology groups are integral, unless 
otherwise stated. 
Definition. We shall say that V' is H(k)-trit, ial (or 7r(k)-tri~'ial) in V, if for all x e X ~ 5e', 
H~(Vx.,, f'x.~)= 0 for all i<-k, (or (V×.~, f'x..O is k-connected). 
LEMMA 2.2 Let N be the closed tubular neighborhood of V' in V. Suppose that V' is 
H(k)-tri~ial (or rr(k)-trivial) in V. Then we have that H~(V, E) = H,(N, IQ) = 0 for all i <= k, (or 
(V, E) and (N, N) are k-connected), where E = V-  N. 
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Proof. We prove Lemma 2.2 by induction on the height h(S¢') of ~'. If h(,7') = - 1, we have 
nothing to prove. Assuming inductively Lemma 2.2 for 5e' with h(SP') = h - 1, we prove Lemma 
2.2 for 5e' with h(Se') = h (h _---0). If H~(N,/Q) = 0 for all i _- k, (or (N,/q) is k-connected), it is not 
hard to see that H,(V, E)= 0 for all i___ < k, (or (V, E) is k-connected). To prove Lemma 2.2, it 
suffices to show that ~(N, /q )  = 0 for all i_- < k, (or (N, ~r) is k-connected). 
Putting N, = N(Se'-  ~S °') and No = N(95e'), we have a decomposition N = N, U No such 
that No is a disjoint union of {VxlX ~ 93 °'} and for each X E ~6e', Vs n N, = (V¥)" ~/q,  = V~x 
and V_,, ~ /q  = 9"_,,. Since h(Se'- ~Se') -< h - 1, it follows from the induction hypothesis that H,(N, 
1~ U No) = H,(N,,/qr0 = 0 (,r~(N,///U No) = #,(N, , /q , )  = 0) for all i =<- k. In view of the exact 
sequence for the triple (N,/~/U No,/V); 
. . . .  H , (N  U No, ,~) ---, H , (N , /q)  - - , / - / , (N, /~ O No) --, . - .  
( - . .  --, ~r,(N U No, /~)  --, #,(N, N)  ~ rr,(N, N U No) --, " "), 
to prove that H~(N,/(/) = 00r~(N,/q) = 0) for all i _-< k, it suffices to show that H~(N U No, N) = 0 
(~r,(N U No, /q)=0)  for all i<-k. For this, it is enough to show that H,(No, Non1(l)=O 
(~r,(No, Non/q)=0)  for all i<-k, and hence to see that for each XE~' ,  H,(V_x, f ' .x)=0 
(#,(V_x, f'.~) = 0) for all i _- k. This is an immediate consequence of the fact that zr.~ : ( Vs, f'x) ~ X 
I 
is a fiber bundle with a fiber (V×.,, £x.,) at each point x of X such that H~(Vx.,, ~'x.,) =0 
(zr,(Vx.,, 12×,,)= 0) for all i -  < k, completing the proof. 
§3. k-REGULAR SPACES 
Let V be a stratified space with Thorn structure {S~, 5r} bounded by f'. The topological 
dimension of V, written dim V, is equal to the maximal dimension of strata of ,9'. If dim V = n, we 
shall say that V is a (stratified) n-space. An n-space V is of constant dimension n, if each 
connected component of V is of dimension . In this section we consider a pair (V, a V) such that 
(z C aV and aV - ~' is a closed subspace of V covered by a substratification ~(aV-  (z), written 
6Po(aV), of 5co = {X E SelaX = 0}, as in Lemma 1.1. Then aV is the disjoint union of the stratified 
space I;' with {#, 9"} and the substratified space OV - f" of V with {~o(aV), ff(aV - I2)}. Thus aV 
is an unbounded stratified subspace of V with {Se(aV) = # U 5eo(alO, ff(aV) = # u ff(aV - f')}. 
In the following, such a pair (V, a V) will be fixed. 
Definition. We shall say that (V, aV) is a fundamental n-space or V is a fundamental n-space 
with boundary aV, if V is of constant dimension n and, for the (n -  2)-skeleton V"-: of V, 
V - V "-~ is an n-manifold with boundary aV - OV tq V "-~. Thus, in terms of the local data of V, 
the pair (V, aV) of dimension (n, n - 1) is a fundamental n-space if and only if for each stratum X 
of S~ with dim X = n - 1, Ho(f'x.,) = Z or 0 for each point x of X, according as X e ,9' - 5eo(aV) or 
X E 5~o(aV). Note that if n --- 1, then V "-2 = 0 and hence a fundamental n-space (V, aV) is an 
n-manifold with boundary. 
Definition. A fundamental n-space (V, aV) is also called a O-regular n-space. For a positive 
integer k, a pair (V, aV) of constant dimension (n, n - 1) is a k-regular n-space, if for each point 
x~X~5 e, H,(V, V -x )=HdD" ,S  "-') for all i<-_k +m or H,(V, V -x )=H, (D  ", D "-t) and 
H~-,(aV, OV - x) ~ H~_I(D "-~, S "-2) for all i _-< k + m, according as x E V - aV or x ~ OV, where 
m = dim X. 
Recall that (V,, f'.) is the m-fold suspension of (Vx.,, f'x.,) or the cone of the (m - l)-fold 
suspension of (V×.,, f'×~), according as x EX-OX or x EaX. By excision we have that 
H~(V, V -x )  = H~(V,, f'~) for all i. Thus, in terms of the local data of V, a pair (V, OV) of 
constant dimension (n, n - 1) is a k-regular n-space if and only if for x E X E .9'"-', H~(V×.,, 
f'x.~)~-H~(D", S c-') or H~(Vx_,, f'x.,)=H~(D c, D c-') and H~-,((OV)x.,, (aV)x.O~-H~_,(D c-', 
S ~-2) for all i -< k, according as X E 5 ~- ~o(aV) or X E ~o(aV), where c = n - dim X. 
A stratified n-space V is principal, if for each point x of V, dim 1/, = n. This is equivalent to 
saying that every principal stratum of b ° is of dimension n. 
LEMMA 3.1. A 1-regular n-space (V, aV) is a principal fitndamental n-space (V, aV). 
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Proof• First we prove that V is principal. For this, we suppose that V is not principal, so that 
there is a principal stratum X in 9O with dim X _<- n - 1. Since V is of constant dimension , 
is non-empty. Let Y be a principal stratum of 9O(~X') = 9O(,Y') n 9O(V-----2-~. Then we have that 
dim Y _<- n - 2 < dim X _<- n - 1 and a decomposition Vy = (X)v U (V-----2~ of V~ such that 
(X)~, O(V-X)= Y, since Y is principal in 9O(~X). This implies that for a point y of Y, 
f'~.., = (.~)/.., U (V - ~1~)/.., and (J()/.., n (V -----2-~/.., = tt. Hence Ii'~.., is not connected. On the other 
hand, since dim Y <_-n- 2 and V~., is contractible, it follows from 1-regularity of (V, 0V) that 
f'v., is connected. The contradiction proves that V is principal. It can immediately be seen from 
the l-regularity of (V, 0V) that (V, 0V) is a fundamental n-space, completing the proof. 
A fundamental n-space (V, 0V) is orientable, if V -V  "-2 is an orientable n-manifold with 
boundary OV-OV n V "-2. By Lemma 3.1, orientability for a k-regular n-space is defined as 
orientability of the fundamental n-space. 
Notation. For x EX  E9O, we put OV.~ = (V~)" = I;'_~ U V~_~ or f'_~ U Vox U (0V)_x, 8V_x = f'_x 
or f'_xU(0V)~, OVx..,=fsx.~ or f'x.~U(OV)x.~ and (OV)~.~=~t or (OV);~.~=Lk(X, OV-( / )x  
according as X E 9O - 9Oo(OV) or X E 9Oo(OV). Thus ~r_x: (Vx, 8V_x)~Xis a stratified bundle with 
fiber (V×~,, OV×.J at each point x of X and OV_x = 8V~_ U Zrx-'(O_X). 
LEMMA 3.2. Let (V, 0 V) be a k-regular n-space. Suppose that k >= 1. Then for x E X E ,9° with 
dim X = n -  c, we have that 
(1) (I;'x.~, (OV)x.J is a compact k-regular (c -  1)-space, 
(2) (Vx~,, OVx.D is a compact k-regular c-space, 
(3) (Vx_, OVa) is a k-regular n-space and 
(4) in particular, OV is a (k - D-regular (n - D-space, even if k = 1. 
(5) Further, if (V, OV) is orientable, then all spaces above are orientable. 
Proof. Since, by Lemma 3.1, V is principal, it follows that dim f 'x ,  = dim Vx.~ - 1 = c - 1. To 
prove (1) note that for y E ff'x.~ E9o(f'×.d we have that L(ff'x.~, I2×.D, = f'w., and that 
l/~x~ ~ ~((OV).,Ld if and only if X < W E 9Oo(OV). It follows from the k-regularity of (V, OV) 
that either H,(D(I~'x.~,I)'x.J,, L(Wx.~,f'x.~),)~-H,(Vw.,,f 'w.,)~H,(D~-", S . . . .  ') for all 
i nk  or H,(D(fVw.~, f'x~),, L(fVx.~, (,'x.D,)=H,(Vw.,, Vw.,)~-H,(D~-m, o . . . .  ') and 
H~_,(L(fV×.,f,'×.J,)~H~_~(f/w,.)=H~_,(S . . . .  ') for all i nk ,  according as rW×.~ E9O(~'×.J-  
9O((0V)~.J or I~'×.~ E 9O((OV);~.J, where m = dim I/¢×.~ = dim W - dim X - 1. Since f '×, is 
unbounded, this implies that (re×., (0V)~.~) is a k-regular (c - 1)-space, proving (1). Statement (2) 
follows from k-regularity of (V, 0V), statement (1) and the fact that (Vx~, -x , (OV)x~-x)  is 
homeomorphic with (0, l] x (12×.~, (OV)x.d. Statement (3) follows immediately from the fact that 
the local data L~(Vx) (Le(OVx.)) of V_x(OVx) are a subset of LP(V) (Le(OV)). To prove statement 
(4), note that by (1) for a stratum X of 9Oo(0V) with dim X = n -2 ,  (f'×~, (OV)x.~) is a k-regular 
1-space. Therefore f'x.~ is a 1-manifold with boundary (0V)A,. Since k >_- 1, f '×, is connected and 
hence/4o((0 V),~.d = Z. If X E 9O(0V) - 9Oo(0V), and dim X = n - 2, then there is a stratum Y in 9 o 
such that OY = X, and hence /4o((0V)}.J = Ho(f'v~) = Z, completing the proof of (4). Now 
suppose that (V, OV) is orientable. Let (U, OU) be an open neighborhood pair of x in (X, OX), 
such that if x E X -  OX, then OU = ~t, and U is an orientable manifold. By the condition of 
stratified local triviality, an open neighborhood pair of x in (V, 0 V) has the form ( U, 0 U) x T×., so 
that (U x T ~,-2 V , (OU x and the pair (Ux  ×.  =(UXTx~)n  "-~ T×.~)"-2=(OUxT×.dN V "-" 
Tx . , - (UxT  ~,-2 ×.  , OUxT×.~-(OUxT×.d "-~) is homeomorphic with (Ux(0 ,~)x  
• n -2  " I~  " (f'×.~ - (V×.D ), (0!O×.~ - ( V)×_~ n (V×.J '-:).  By (1), V×~ - (f'×~)"-~ is a (c - 1)-manifold with 
boundary (0V)~-(OV);~.~ N (V)7~ ~. Since V -V  "-~ and U are orientable, it follows that an 
- T ~"-" open subset UxT~.~ (Ux  x~ Ux(0 ,=)x( !2×. ,  '9  ~-h  = - t  x~ ~ of V -V  "-" is orientable 
and hence so is f '×.~-  " ¢ -~ (V×.~) . Therefore, (f'×.~, (0V)x.d is orientable. In the same way, we can 
see that (Vx.., OVx.J and (V_x, OV_x) are orientable, while (4) is trivial. This completes the proof. 
§4. THE PARTIAL POINCARE DUAL ITY  THEOREM 
Suppose that the fundamental n-space (V, 0V) is orientable and V is compact. Note that 
H~(V"-2UOV, OV)=O for all i>n-1  and by Lefschetz duality H.(V ,V" -2UOV)  = 
H°(V-  (V" z U 0V)) ~ Z @- • • @ Z. Choosing generators for each summand and taking their 
sum, one gets a class [V] E H,(V, 0V) = H.(V, V "-2 U 0V), called the fundamental class of V. 
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The pair (V, [V]) will be referred as an oriented fundamental n-space with boundary. Recall that 
a k-regular n-space (k _-> 0) is a fundamental n-space. 
TUEO~M 4.1. (Partial Poincari duality for k-regular n-spaces), PD(n). 
Let (V,[V]) be a compact oriented k-regular n-space with boundary aV. Then the 
homomorphisms N [V]: H"- '  ( V) ~ H~( V, O V) and tq [V]: H' - '  ( V, O V) ~ H,( V) are injective for 
all i <= k - 1 or i >- n - k and surjective for all i <-_ k or i > n - k + 1. In particular, they are 
isomorphisms for all i <- k - 1 or i > n - k + 1. 
We are going to prove Theorem 4.1 (P___~n)) by induction on the dimension . The induction 
starts trivially for n < 1, because in that case V is a compact manifold with boundary OV. From 
now on we assume P____~m) for all m _-< n - 1 and that (V, 0V) is an orientable k-regular n-space 
for k > 1. 
For a pair (X, x) such that x ~ X E 5 p and dim X = n - c, we have seen in Lemma 3.2 that 
(1?x.,, (0V)x.,) and (Vx.,, 0Vx.~) are orientable k-regular (c - 1)- and c-spaces, respectively. Thus 
if c -< 1, they are manifolds and if c _-> 2, we have the following; 
COROLLARY 4.2. (Local partial Poincar~ duality theorem), LPD(n). 
In the situation above, suppose that k > 1 and c > 2. 
nlg"x.~l 
(1) For the [undamental class [1?x.,] of (1?x.~, (OV)x.~) we have that H~-'( (/x., ( O V)x., ) -~ 
nlVx~] 
Ho(1?×.,) = Z = H°(1?x.,) --- H~_,(Vx.,, (aV)x~) and H'(1?×., (OV)x.A ~wx.,J --- Hc - , - , (1?xA = 0 = 
n[£x~l  
H~-H(I2x~,) ~ I-I,(1?x.~,(aV)x~)forall l<=i<-c -2  such that i<=k-1 or i>=c-k .  
(2) For the fundamental class [OVx.,] of OVx., we have that 
n l#Vx~ ] 
W-'(aV×~) ~ Ho(aVx~)=Z=H°(aVx~)~H~_,(aV×~) 
and H'(dVx.,) -- Hc-,-,(OVx.~) = 0 for all 1 <= i <- c - 2 such that i <= k - 1 or i >= c - k. 
(3) For the fundamental class [Vx.~] of (Vx.~, OVx.x) we have that 
nl  Vx.,~ I n[Vx. .~l  
HC(Vx.,,aVx~) ~ Ho(Vx . , )=Z=H°(Vx~)  ~- Hc(V,,.,OVx.O 
and 
i V t~[ Vx"~l n[Vx.# i
H(Vx . , ,a  x.,) --- Hc-,(Vx.,)=O=HC-'(V×.O -'- H,(Vx. ,aVx.O 
for all i ~= c -1  such that i <- k or i >= c - k + l. 
(4) I lk>=2, then (1?x~,,(OV)x.~) and (Vx.,,OVx.~) are orientable, even if (V, OV) is not. In 
general, a 2-regular n-space (V, dV) is orientable, if H ' (V ;  Z/2Z) = 0. 
Proof. It follows from the k-regularity of (V, a V) that if X E 5eo(0 V), then H, (1?x., (O V)x~,) = 
' I? ~ )x.,, (aV)x.,) is 0 = H ( x.., (aV)k.,), H,((aV)x.,, (aV)x.A = 0 = H'((aV)x; ,  (aV)x.~) and H'÷'"aV" 
torsion free for all i -< k -  1. Hence statement (1) follows immediately from P.__~c) and the 
k-regularity of (V, aV). To prove (2), we may assume that X E b%(aV) because, otherwise, 
aVx., = ~'x., and (aV)~; = 0, hence (2) follows from (1). Then by excision and (1) we have that 
H~_,(aVx~,) -- H~- , (  aVx~,, (aV)x.~) -- H~_,(1?×~, (0 V).G) = Z 
c - I  " = H (Vx~,, (aV);,.~) = H~- ' (av , , .~) ,  
Ho(aVx~) ~ Ho(1?x~,) = Z = H°(V×.~) ~ H°(aV×.,), 
and 
H,(aVx..) ~- H,(aV×.., (aV); . . )  =- H, (£ , , . . . ,  (aV)L )  = 0 
= H' (V . , , . ,  (av )L , )  - -  H'(aVx~,) 
for all 1 _-- i _-< c - 2 such that i _-< k - 1 or i _-> c - k. To complete the proof of (2), it remains to 
show that 
c3[aVx • I nla V x • I 
H'-'(aV×.A w_' Ho(OVx.,) and H°(aVx.~) ~ H,_,(aV×.,). 
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Since fl [ 0 V×.~ ]: H ~ - '( 0 V×.~ ) ~ Ho(O Vx;, ) is at least a surjection between infinite cyclic groups, it 
follows that 
n [OVx~l: H~-'(OV×.J = Ho(,gV×.D = Z. 
Let [f'x.d be the fundamental class of (12×.~, (dV)G) induced from [dVx;,] by the isomorphism 
H~-,(OVx~,) --- H~-,(OVx.~, (0 V-)x~, - H¢-,(f"x;,, (OV)G). From the commutative diagram 
H°(OVx~) ( - HO(12x~) 
I n|avx~l ~ I c~[Vx'*l 
H~_,(OVx~J H~_,(12x..,, (~V)G) 
H~_,( O V×;,, ( O V)x.J, 
we have that M [~ V×.,]: H°(OVx.J --- Hc-,(OVx~), completing the proof of (2). If c _<- n - 1, then (3) 
follows immediately from P___~c). If c = n, we have that 
H,(Vx.,, O V×., ) =- IYt,-,( O V×~, )
and 
IYF-'(OVx.x)=H'(Vx.~, OVx.,) for all i. 
It follows from (2) that A[Vx. , ] :H ' (Vx~,OVx. J~H~-, (Vx. , )  and fl[Vx~]: Hn-'(Vx.,) -~ 
H~(Vx~, OV×.J are isomorphisms between trivial groups for all i-_ n -  1 such that i_- < k or 
i _>- n - k + 1. From the commutative diagram 
" V H' - ' (~V×. J  H (Vx~,,o x.,)---- 
Z = Ho(Vx~) , Ho(aV×.J = Z, 
we have that N[Vx.,]: Hn(Vx.~, OV×~,)=Ho(Vx.,) = Z. In the same way, we have that 
n [ Vx.,]: H°(Vx~) -- H~(Vx.,, aV×.,) = Z, 
completing the proof of (3). To prove (4) it suffices to establish the last statement that if 
H' (V ;  Z/2Z) = 0, the 2-regular n-space (V, aV) is orientable, because by the universal coefficient 
theorem and 2-regularity of (V, a V) we have that H '( I2×~; Z/2Z) = 0 and H'(Vx., ;  Z/2Z) = 0. For 
this, we notice from (2) that for a stratum Y of ~ with dim Y = n - c _-> n - 3, l?x~, is a 2-regular 
(c - D-space of the same homology as S c-' or D c-~ and hence ~'x., is homeomorphic with S c-' or 
D c-'. Hence the cone Vx., on 1;'x., is homeomorphic with D c. Since aV is a 1-regular 
(n -  D-space, it follows that V -V  n-3 is an n-manifold with boundary aV- (oVn W-3). To 
complete the proof of (4), it suffices to show that V -  W -3 is orientable, because V - V "-2 is an 
open subset of V -  V "-3. By 2-regularity of (V, aV), v "-3 is H(2)-trivial in V. Hence we have 
that by Proposition 2.1 and excision 
H,(V, V -  W-3)= H,(V, V -N)  = I-I,(N, /V)=0 
for all i -2 ,  where N = N(W -3, V). In particular, we have that 
H' (V -  V' - ' ) ;  Z/2Z) - H ' (V ;  Z/2Z) = 0. 
Therefore, the first Stiefel-Whitney class of the topological manifold V -  V "-3 vanishes. This 
implies that V -  V "-3 is orientable, completing the proof. 
For a stratum X of 5 ~ with dim X = m = n - c, note that X = X - N(:~X, ,~) is a compact 
m-manifold with boundary 3X and by Lemma 3.2, V_x is an orientable k-regular n-space with 
boundary OVx = 8Vx O V~_x. Let [V x] be the fundamental class of (Vx, OVx) induced from [V]; 
i.e. [V x] is the image of [V] under the homomorphism 
H,(V,  OV) --* H,(V,  V - ( Vx - OVx)) = H,( V,,, OVx). 
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Then we have the following: 
COROLLARY 4.3. Suppose that c >_ 2 and k >- I. Then the homomorphisms 
(1) fq[Vs]: H"-i(Vx_,SV_x)---, ni(v.x, V~x), 
(2) n[v,,]: H~-'(V.,,, ave)--, Hi(V_,,), 
(3) n[v,,]: H'-i(Vs, V~,, u (aV),,)--, H,(V.,,, f'~,) and 
(4) n [v,,]: H~-'(V,,, f%)-, HitV,,, v~ u (av)~) 
are sut~ective for all i <- k or i >= n - k + l, and injective for all i <= k - 1 or i >-_ n - k. 
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that X is connected. First we prove (1) and 
(2). For this, note that by Corollary 4.2 for each point x of X, 
~V H~(V×.,, aV×~) = z = H ( x~, aVx~) 
and 
i V Hi(Vx., aVx.~) = 0 = H ( x.,, aVx.~) 
for a l l i< -korc -k+l<- i<-c - l .  
Since lr~,: (Vs, 8V.x)~Xis  the fiber bundle with fiber (Vx.,, aVx.O at each point x of X, we 
have a local system Z' over X such that Z'(x) = H~(Vx~, aV×..). Thus if we fix the fundamental 
class [Vx.o] of the fiber (V×.o, aV×.o) at a base point 0 of X, we have the homology class 
U ,  E H~(V_x, a V_,,; ~r*Z') by setting U ,  = io,[ V×.o], where io: V×.o ~V_x is the inclusion map. Let 
./: X ¢-~V_x be the inclusion map which is a homotopy inverse of rr.x: V_x ~X.  Then we have 
homomorphisms 
and 
~, = j* o N U,:  H"-'(Vx_, 8Vx) ~ H ' - i (X ;  Z') 
o H (Vx, OV_x)~H' - i (X ,  OX:Z'). ¢,'=1" nU,: "-' 
We will show that 4, and ~' are surjective for all i_- < k or i_>--n- k + 1, and injective for all 
i< -k - lo r i>-_n -k .  
If m ->_ n - 2k + 1, then c = n - m _-< 2k - 1 and by Corollary 4.2, (2), Hi(dVx.,) -~ H,(S c-') for 
all i. By the usual Thorn isomorphism argument for homology sphere bundles, we have that ~ and 
~' are isomorphisms for all i. If m-< n -  2k, then, since k _-> 1, we have that m < n -  k and 
k<n-m c. Since i ~Vx.~) for all i < H (Vx.~, =0 _k ,  it follows that ,-, = H (V~,,SV_x)=0 and 
n- i  H (V_x, OV_x)=0 for all i>=n-k.  
On the other hand, since dim _X = m < n - k, we have that H,.-i(X; Z') = H,_~(_X, J_X; Z') = 0 
for all i ~ n - k. Hence 4, and 4,' are isomorphisms between trivial groups for all i _-> n - k. Now let 
A be an open subset of _X such that the restriction VA of V_x over A is a trivial bundle A x Vx.x for 
the point x of A. By the Kiinneth theorem we have that H"-~(AX(Vx.,aVx.~)) = 
H, - i  c i (A) ® H (Vx.~, aVx.~) for all k - 1 and H"-k(A x (Vx., aVx~)) = 
¢ V c--k H' -* (A)®H (Vx. ,~ x~) (O H ' - ' (A )  * H (Vx~,,~Vx.~), where * stands for the torsion 
product. In this case, the homomorphism ~,~: H "- '(  VA, 8 V,d ~ H"  -~ (A; Z' IA) corresponding to
is an isomorphism for all i _-< k - 1 and surjective for i = k. By making use of the five lemma and 
the Mayer-Vietoris equence, it follows that if: H" - ' (  V.x, 8 V.x)~ H '~-' (X; Z') is an isomorphism 
m n--i for all i < k -  1 and surjective for i=  k. In the same way, we have that ¢': H (Vx, d V.x) 
H' - i (X ,  #X; Z') is an isomorphism for all i _-< k - 1 and surjective for i = k. 
Now, since [V_x ] gives a global orientation of (V_x, ~ V_x), it follows from local arguments that 
the local orientation system of X is identified with Z' and for the fundamental class 
[X] ~ H, (X ,  ~X; Z') the following diagrams are commutative at least for i ~ k or i => n - k; 
H"-'(V_x, 8Vx) ncvs', H~(Vx, V<x) H"-'(V_x, aVx) ocv~,~ H~(Vx) 
I" '"l" ] ~' I" 
Hm-'(X; Z') nf_x, H,(X, ~X), H ' - ' (X ,  aX; Z') ~l.xj Hi(X). 
Since A[_X] and j ,  are isomorphisms, the results for 4, and 4,' imply statements (1) and (2). 
We obtain statement (3) from the following commutative diagram, with exact sequences in the 
rows, together with (2), P..___~n - 1) and the five lemma: 
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n- i  n--i , H (Vs, aVx) , H (V, , , (aV)xU Vox) , H"-'(aVx,(aV)x_ U Vox) 
1 1 n- i  " ~,,_~, ~ H (V_~, 0(£~)) 
, H,(V.x) > H,(V¥, (Ix) ) H,_,(f'~) , ,  
where [f 's]  is the fundamental class of (f'_,,, a(f 'x)) induced from [Vx]. 
Statement (4) is proved in the same way, completing the proof. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. In case k = 0, then P___~n) holds obviously, because V is of constant 
dimension . In the following we assume that k _>-- 1. Since V is compact, ge is a finite collection of 
strata X,, X2 . . . . .  X,. 
We may assume that dim X, _-> dim Xi+,. Then V, = t~ V x, is clearly a compact orientable 
k-regular n -space with boundary aV~, as in Lemma 3.2, whose local data form a subset of the local 
data of V. Let [ Vq ] be the fundamental c ass induced from [ V]. Since V, = X, is a compact orientable 
n-manifold, n [V,]: "-~ = H (V,, a V,) --- H,(V,) for all i. Assuming inductively that if 2 _-__ q < r then 
N [ Vq_,]: H"- ' (V,_ , ,  aV, - , )~H~(V, -Ois  urjective for all i --- k orn - k + 1 <_- i and injective for all 
H (V, ,aV,_ , )~H~(Vq).Tosee i<=k_ lo r i>_n_k ,  wededucethesameconclus ionforn[V, ] :  .-, 
this, putting X, = X, we note that Vq = V,_, U V_x and V,-, fq V.x = ave-, f~ ave, = f x, since 
X~ = X is principal in ~e-{X,I i = 1 . . . . .  q - 1}. Then we have a commutative diagram with exact 
sequences in the rows; 
n- i  , H (v~,av~_ ,uv , , )  
n--i H (V,,_,, aV,,_,) 
ntVq-l] 
n - i  
, H (G ,  av,) 
• . .  , ~(~_ , )  , ~(~)  
n|v ,  I] 
, H"- '(aV._, U V.x, aVq) , . . .  
III 




, H,(V,, V,_,) , . . .  
Using the induction hypothesis and Corollary 4.3, (3), the five lemma completes the induction. In the 
same way we have that N IV]: H'-~(V)--~Hi(V, aV) is surjective for all i _-__ k or i --- n - k + 1 and 
injective for all i _-< k - 1 or i -_> n - k, completing the proof. 
COROLLARY 4.4. (Partial Lefschets duality). Let V' be a substratilied space of an unbounded 
compact stratified space V. Suppose that V - V' is an orientable k-regular n-space. Then we have 
that H" - ' (V -  V')= H~(V, V') and H"- ' (V,  V')-~ H i (V -  V') for all i <-k -  I or i >=n -k  + l. 
Proof. Let N = N(V' ,  V) be a closed tubular neighborhood of V' in V and E = V-  N. Since 
V -  V' is an orientable k-regular n-space and V is compact, it follows that E is a compact 
orientable k-regular n-space with boundary aE = N. For the fundamental c ass [E] of (E, aE), by 
Theorem 4.1 we have isomorphisms; 
n i nlEl  . . .~  
H"- ' (V -  V')= H - (E) -~ I-I&tz, aE) ~- H~(V,N) ~ H~(V, V') 
and 
hiE1 
H"- ' (V,  V')= H" - ' (V ,N)= H"- '(E,  OE) ~ H,(E)= H,(V - V') 
for all i =< k - 1 or i _-> n - k + 1, completing the proof. 
Remark. The proof of Corollary 4.4 shows that the partial Lefschetz duality isomorphism is 
"canonical". 
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is. ~e~ALYTIC SETS AND t.REGt~ARrrY 
Let M be a complex analytic manifold of complex dimension N. A subset V of M is an 
analytic set in M, if it is locally the set of zeros of a holomorphic mapping. The complex 
dimension of V at a point x is denoted by dimc(VL and dime V = max{dimc(V)~ Ix E V} is called 
the complex dimenswn of V. An analytic set V is regular at a point x, if the germ (M, V)~ of the 
pair (M, V) at x is holomorphically isomorphic with the germ (C ~, C")o of the standard complex 
(N, n)-space pair (C ~, C") at the origin O, where n = dimcV. Otherwise, x is called a singular 
point of V. The set of all singular points of V is denoted by XV and called the singular set of V. 
Note that an irreducible component of V of complex dimension <~n - 1 is contained in XV, even 
if it is non-singular, and dimcY.V_-< n - I. By an analytic variety we shall mean an irreducible 
analytic set. According to Whitney [22], there is a stratification `9 of a closed analytic set V in M 
which satisfies the following; 
(1) Each stratum of ,9' is an analytic submanifold of M of constant dimension (not necessarily 
connected) whose closure is an analytic set in M, 
(2) V-XV is a stratum of `9, and 
(3) ,9' satisfies the Whitney regularity condition (b). 
Such a stratification ~ of V will be called an analytic Whitney stratification of V in M. One can 
extend `9 to a Whitney stratification `99' U {M-  V} of M. 
Now Thorn gives a system of tubular neighborhoods ~M of ` 99' U {M - V} in M (see Thorn [21] 
also Mather[18]). Let ~ be the tubular neighborhood system of ,9' in V obtained by restricting $rM 
to V. Then V is an unbounded stratified space with Thorn structure {,9, ~}. For a singular point x of 
V, if x ~ X ~ ` 9, the analytic regularity of V at x ~ X ~ ,9' is defined to be the number 
k, = N - r .  - m - 1, where  r ,  is the minimal number of holomorphic functions defining the germ of 
V at x in M and m = dimcX. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let b a be an analytic Whitney stratification of V in M. I /V  has analytic regularity 
k, at x ~ X Eff, then the link Vx.~ of X in V at x is (L - 1)-connected. 
Proof. Since the stratum X of the point x is a complex submanifold of M, there is an open 
neighborhood U of x in M and a biholomorphism h: U~ U'(C C N) such that h(U AX)= 
U'NC m and h(x)=O. Then we have an analytic Whitney stratification `9'= 
{Y'=h(UAY)/X <<.YE`9} of V'=h(UAV)  in U'. Let ~r:C mxcN-=~Cm and A:C mx 
C~-=~[0,o o) be maps defined by ,r(u,v)=u and A(u,v)=[lv[[ for (u ,v )EC=xC N-=, 
respectively. The Whitney regularity condition (b) implies that for sufficiently small positive 
numbers ~, and ¢2, the restriction (~-, A)IY': Int (D,27 x n'c~-=h n Y'~Int 2= . . . .  .. D., x (0, ~), given by 
A)(u, v)--(u, H), is a submersion for each stratum Y'~  ` 91 where D, 2k is the 2k-ball in C k 
centered at the origin with radius ¢, as in [18]. Hence the analytic set W = V' n Int (D,2~ "-m,) in 
C "-m has an analytic Whitney stratification {Y'A Int D~,~"-='IY' ~ ` 9'} in Int D,~ N-"'. We replace 
U and U' by h-~(Int (D:,7 x r~:o~-m~ and ~,, 2~,,-m~ . . . . .  Int (D,, x D,~ ), respectively, so that h(U n X) = 
X'= Int D~7 and put N×. = X x D, ~cN-=~ for 0<~ < ~2, lr'= 7r[N×, and A'= I/~(A[Nx,). Then 
(Nx,, ~",A') is a closed tubular neighborhood of X' in U' such that (~r',A')[Y': Nx, n Y '~ 
X' x (0, 1] is a submersion for each stratum Y' E S*' such that Y' > X'. 
It follows from the local uniqueness of tubular neighborhood systems for a Whitney 
stratification `9of V in M that the link Vx., of X in V at x is homeomorphic, as a stratified space, 
with the link V~c..o f X' in V' at O, (refer to [18]). Since V is defined by r~ holomorphic functions 
at x in M, the analytic set W = V' n Int D,:~ '~-"~ is defined by at most r~ holomorphic functions in 
C ~-= at O. Hence by Hamm ([9], 2.9), for sufficiently small ~>0, we have that 
• ",(W n S, "N-"~-I) = 0 for i -< (N - m) - r, - 2 = k, - 1. Since l?x.o -= I?;~..o = W n S, :'N-re'-', we 
have that Ir,(l?x.o)= 0 for i -  < k, - 1, completing the proof. 
For an analytic set V, V -XV is a complex manifold of constant complex dimension 
n = dimc V. Moreover, since each stratum of an analytic Whitney stratification `9 of V is a 
complex manifold, we have that V ~2"-I'= V°'-'>= 2V, where V "J stands for the/-skeleton of
(V, ` 9). This implies that V is a fundamental (0-regular) 2n-space without boundary. Moreover, 
V -  2 V has a canonical orientation i duced from its local complex coordinates. If V is compact, 
we fix the fundamental class [V] of V determined by the canonical orientation and call [V] the 
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canonical fundamental class of V, as in Borel-Haefliger [3]. We define the analytic regularity kof 
V in M with respect o an analytic Whitney stratification Y' of V in M in such a way that k = 0 if 
k, <0 for a point x of ~V, and k = min{kdx ~Y.V} otherwise. 
An immediate implication of Lemma 5.1 is the following. 
COROLLARY 5.2. If V has analytic regularity' k with respect to an analytic Whitney stratil~cation 
9; of V in M, then for each point x of Y.V with x E X E S ~, the link (/x.~ of X in V at x is 
(k - D-connected. In particular, V is an orientable k-regular 2n-space, where n = dimcV. 
The relationship between local irreducibility and homology 1-regularity of an analytic set is as 
follows; 
LEMMA 5.3. Let V be an analytic set. Then V is a (homology) l-regular 2n-space ifand only if V 
is locally irreducible and of pure complex dimension n. 
Proof. Note that V is 1-regular if and only if the link 12x.~ of X in V at x is connected for each 
X E S°(EV), and that by ([8], Theorems 16 and 20), a space V of pure complex dimension n is 
locally irreducible if and only if the germ of V - ZV at each singular point x E EV is connected, 
which is equivalent o the condition that I;'×.,- (~V)~.~, which is a deformation retract of 
Vx.~ - (Z V)x.~, is connected for each X E St(Y. V). Now suppose that V is locally irreducible and 
has pure complex dimension . By ([8], Theorem 16), the closure of the germ of V - Y~V at x in V 
is the germ of V at x and hence the closure of Vx~ -(EV)x~ is V×.~ for each x E X ~ SffEV). 
Since f'x., - (EV)x~ is connected and f'x.~ is locally connected at each point of the stratified 
subspace (EV)x~, it follows that f'x., is connected, and hence V is a l-regular 2n-space. 
Conversely, suppose that V is a 1-regular 2n-space. By Lemma 3.1, V is a principal 2n-space and 
hence V has pure complex dimension . Since V is orientable and l-regular, the link f'×.~ of X in 
V at x is a compact orientable connected 1-regular 2(n - m - l)-space, where m = diamcX. By 
the partial Poincar6 and Lefschetz dualities, we have that 
Ho(f/x., - (EV)x.J ~ H'"-"- ' ( f '×.,  (EV);~.,) = H2'"-"-'(f/x.J = Ho( Qx.J = Z. 
Therefore, f ' x . , -  (E V)£~ is connected, completing the proof. 
A trivial consequence of Lemma 5.3 is 
COROLLARY 5.4. If an analytic set V is a connected 1-regular 2n-space, then it is a variety. 
§6. SINGULAR HYPERSUT.FACE SECTION THEOREM 
LEMMA 6.1. Let V be a complex algebraic set in a complex projective N-space. Suppose that V 
is defined by r homogeneous polynomials. Then (pN, V) is (N -  r)-connected. In particular, 
H~(P ~, V) = H~(I ~,  V) = 0 for all i <= N - r and H~'-'*'(P N, V) is torsion free. 
Proof. (The proof of Lemraa 6.1 is due to Oka[20]). Let f '  be the cone on V in C N*', namely, 
the affine variety in C N÷' which is defined by the r homogeneous polynomials. By Hamm ([9], 2.6) 
we have that m(S 2N*', K) = 0 for all i -<_ (N + 1) - r - 1 = N - r, where K = f '  ~ S 2N*' and S 2N+' 
is the unit sphere. Since (S2N*',K) is an S'-bundle pair over (P'~, V), it follows from the 
homotopy exact sequence that ~',(P~', V) ~ 7r,(S 2N÷', K) = 0 for i <= N - r, completing the proof. 
For an algebraic set V in P ' ,  the degree of V in pN is defined to be the number d such that 
i*[V] = d • a,, where [V] is the canonical fundamental c ass of V, i: Vc~p N is the inclusion map 
and ~, is the homology class represented by a complex n-plane P" with the canonical orientation 
in pN. It is known that a generic complex (N-  n)-plane intersects V at exactly d points of 
V - Y. V. Thus d is always positive and coincides with the so-called degree of an algebraic set. Let 
a be the generator of H"(P N) = Z which is dual to a, E H_,(PN), so that a N a, = I. Then V has 
degree d in pN ff and only if d = a" fq i.[V], since a" N a, = 1. Further, in the commutative 
diagram; 
0¢ 2(n- -m)+ I N H (P,  v) 
H.,.-..~(V) ~,- H 2 . . . . .  (pN) ~ H" . . . . .  (pN, V) ~ H2'"-~'- ' (V) ~ 0 
H2~(V) "~ H:,.(P ~) 
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we have a monomorphism Ni,[V]: Hzc*-'~(PN)~H2,~(PN) given by a'-m--)d.a,~. This 
implies that i* is always injective. Thus we have that Hz"-"'(P N, V) ~ H-"~-='-'(V) and a short 
exact sequence 0,,--H"'~-'~'+~(P N, V)<--H 2' .... '(V)*--H~'~-m'(Ir")~0 for all m _-< n. 
Now let r be the minimal number of homogeneous polynomials defining V in pN and 
s = dimcX V. Then the geometric regularity k of the algebraic set V in pN is defined in such a way 
that k=0,  if N-r -s<=O,  or k=N-r -s -1 ,  if N - r - s>=l .  Note that the geometric 
regularity of V in P" is less than or equal to the analytic regularity of V in 1 r" with respect to an 
analytic Whitney stratification of V in P", and that k =< N- r ,  including the case s =-  1, i.e., 
XV=O. 
LEMMA 6.2. Let V be an algebraic set in pN. Suppose that V has complex dimension , degree d 
and geometric regularity k >- I. Then the following hold; 
(l) V is a variety, 
(2) H2"-m'(P N, V)(~ H2~-"~-'(V)) =0 for all 0 <= 2m 6 k - 2, 
(3) H:~"-~'(V) = Z for all 0_-<2m =<k - l and we have a commutative diagram; 
0 ,  H2'~-"+'(I ~, V ) ,  H2'~-'~'(V) ~ Hz'~-"'(P ") , 0 
O~ Z/dZ,  Z d Z ~'-'---- O, 
where Z~Z stands for multiplication by d. 
If k = 2p, then H~-~(V) has a direct summand Z such that the component of i*(a ~-~) in the 
direct summand Z is d times a generator of Z so that H2~-E*t(P ~', V) has a direct summand Z/dZ. 
Proof. By Corollary 5.2, V is an orientable k-regular space and by Lemma 6.1, 
HI(V)----Hi(P") for all i=  <k-  1 (=< N-  r -1 ) .  Hence statement (1) follows from Corollary 5.4 
and statement (2) follows from the partial Poincar6 duality H2~-~'(P '~, V) 
H~-'~-'(V)"~H:r~÷,(V) = 0 for all 2m +1_- < k -  1. To prove (3), note that the composition 
H2(n- -m) tT . rxN[~]  lrlr zT rx  io r r  /~Nx 
~v) ~2mtV)-~rlz,,tr ) is an epimorphism for each 2m<-_k (<-N-r )  and an 
isomorphism for each 2m _-< k - 1. 
Hence H2'"-m'(V) -- Z for 2m _-< k - 1 and if k = 2p, then H2"-E(V) has a direct summand Z. 
In the following commutative diagram, we have that if 2m _-< k - 1, i*(,x "-=) is the generator of 
H2t~-m'(V) = Z multiplied by d, and if 2p = k, then the component of i*(a "-~) in the direct 
summand Z is the generator of Z multiplied by d; 
0 ' H2~-m~+~(P N, V) H2'"-m'(V) ~ '" H2'"-m'(P ~) = Z 
H2,(V) , H2,~(W) = Z 
This completes the proof of Lemma 6.2. 
Let V be an algebraic set in P~' and H is a hypersurface. The hypersurface section 
V' = V N H of V by H is proper, if dimc V' = dimcV - 1. Suppose that V, H and V' have degrees 
d, e and d' in pN and that V' is a variety. By intersection theory we have that/.t • d' = d • e, where 
# is a positive number, the so-called multiplicity of V'. 
THEOREM 6.3. (Singular hypersurface s ction theorem). Let V be an algebraic set in l rv and V' 
a proper hypersurface section of V by a hypersurface H. Suppose that V is defined by r 
homogeneous polynomials, dimcV = n and s = dimc(XV U ~. V'). Then 
(1) ~'i(V, V') = 0 for all i <- N - r - l, hence Hi(V, V') = Hi(V, V') = 0 for all i <- N - r - 1 
and Hs-'(V,  V') is torsion-free. 
Suppose further that V, H and V' have degrees d, e and d', respectively, and 
k=N-r -s - l>-2 .  Then 
(2) d'/d = e/Ix and 
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H, (V-V ' )=H2~- ' (V ,V ' )= Z/z,Z fo r l=<i=2m_-<k-1  
0 fo r2<=i=2m<=k- l ,  
where z, = d'/d. 
Proof. Since V' is defined by at most r + I homogeneous polynomials, statement (1) follows 
immediately from Lemma 6.1. To see (2) note that the geometric regularity of V _-> k = N-  r -  
s - 1 and the geometric regularity of V' i> k - 1 = N - (r + 1) - s - 1. Hence by Lemma 6.2 we 
have that 
H2'"-'~(P N, V)-= Hz'"- '~- '(V) = 0 for all 0_-<2m _-<k-2, 
H2~-'~)(P ~', V') ---- H2c~-'-')÷'(V') =0 for all 2 _-< 2m <= k, 
and the commutative diagram for all 2 _-< 2m =< k - 1; 
0,  H"n-"+' (V,  V') , H2'~-m'(v ') , ~ H2'~-"(V) ( H2'~-m'(V, V') , 0 
where v is a positive number such that d' = v • d. Note that the three groups in the middle of the 
diagram are cyclic infinite, while the group on the right is zero.Since k _-> 2, by Lemma 6.2, (I), V' 
is a variety and hence/z • d' = d • e, where tz is the multiplicity of V'. It follows that e = v./z, 
namely, v = e/it = d'/d. In case k = 2p, in the same way as above one can see that the generator of 
the direct summand Z of H2n-E(v) obtained in Lemma 6.2 goes to the generator of 
H2n-k(V ') -~ Hz~"-'-(~-2'(V ') = Z multiplied by v = d'/d. Hence we have that H2~-~k-'(V, V')= 
Z/vZ. Since V is an orientable k-regular 2n-space, by the partial Lefschetz duality we have that 
Hz~-'(V, V')-~ H~(V-  V') for all i -< k -  1. This completes the proof of Theorem 6.3. 
COROLLARY 6.4. In Theorem 6.3, suppose, further, that V' is a hyperplane section, i.e., e = 1. 
Then fL( V - V') = 0 for all i <- k - I. 
The proof is immediate by Theorem 6.3, (2), since e = 1 implies that v = ~ = 1. 
§7. GENERIC HYPERSURFACE SECTION THEOREM 
Let V be a non-singular variety in pN. A hypersurface section V'= V N H of V by a 
hypersurface H in pN is generic, if V ' -2V '  is a transversal intersection of V and H -2H,  and 
dimc(Y. V') = dimcV + dimc(Y.H) - N. 
THEOREM 7.1. (Generic hypersurface section theorem). Let V be a non-singular variety of 
complex dimension in pN and V' a generic hypersurface section of V by H of degree h in pN. Let 
s be the complex dimension of the singular set Y~V' of V', (possibly s = -1).  Then the inclusion 
(V, V -  V')~(PN, P N -H)  induces an isomorphism rr~(V, V -  V') = 7r~(PN, P~ -H)  for each 
i <= n - s - 1; and there exists the following commutative diagram for i <= n - s - I; 
7r,(P ~') , ~',(P~, P~ - H) , ~r,-,(P N - H) 
~ll Ill III 
m(K(Z, 2)) ,7r,(K(Z, 2)) , m-,(K(Z/hZ,  1)) 
where K(lr, m) is an Eilenberg-MacLane space of type (Tr, m) and the map K(Z, 2)~K(Z,  2) is 
induced by a homomorphism Z-~Z. 
Proof. Let f: C N÷' ~C be a square free homogeneous polynomial of degree h defining the 
hypersurface H. Let (', I?' and /~ be the cones in C '~÷' on V, V' and H, respectively, and 
K=f 'NS  2N+', K '=f / 'AS  zN÷~ and L=f f lNS  "N÷~. Let p:S~÷'~P ~ be the principal 
S'-bundle whose S'-action is given by (e '°, z )~ e '° • z for (e 'e, z )~ S' x S 2N÷t, 0_-< O < 2~r. Note 
that the restriction g = p lK: K ~ V is also an S'-principal bundle. On the other hand, according to 
Milnor[19], there exists a smooth fiber bundle 9: S z~ '÷~-L~S ~ where W(z)= 
I / ( z ) / I / ( z ) l l ( z  ~ S 2N +' - L). Since f is homogeneous of degree h, we have that ~(e '° • z) = e'h°~(z) for 
(e~°,z)E S' × (S zN+'- L). By Hamm[9], the restriction ¢ = ~IK- K': K -  K' - - ,S '  is also a 
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smooth fiber bundle. We put F = ¢-'(1) and G = ~b-'(1). The restrictions p '= plF: F ~P"  -H  
and g' = giG: G ~ V - V' are ZJhZ-subbundles of the S'-principal bundles p and g, respectively, 
where Z/hZ is regarded as the subgroup of S t generated by a primitive hth root of unity. Thus we 
have the following commutative diagram with exact sequences in the rows; 
, ¢:dS'N÷',F) , ~-,(PN, P" -  H) , rr~(p,p') , ¢r,-,(S2"*',F) , " "  
T T l T 
,zr,(K,G) , ~r, (V ,V -V)  , ¢r,(g,g') . • ~r,-,(K,G) ~. " "  
where 7r,(g, g') = ~r,(p, p') ~ ¢r,-,(S~/(ZlhZ)) for all i. We shall prove the following 
ASSERTION. ~rdK, G) - ¢r,(S 2N*', F) = 0 for i <- n - s - 1. 
Proof o/Assertion. First, we show that ¢r,(S 2'~÷a, F)  = 0 for i < n - s + 1. By the assumption 
that V' is generic, we have that dimc(2H) = N - n + s, and hence dimc(2/~'L = N - n + s + 1. 
Since f is square free, the set 2f  tq/~ of all critical points of f on/~ is the singular set 2/q of .Q. It 
follows from Kato--Matsumoto [12] that re(F) = 0 for i < N - (N - n + s + 1) - 1 = n - s - 2, (see 
also Cheniot-L6 Dfmg Trang[5]). This implies that ,N., < n ~r,(S , F) = 0 for i - s - 1. Next, we 
prove that ~r,(K, G) = 0 for i -- n - s - 1. For this, note that for a sufficiently small ~ > 0, if we put 
U = K tq.f-'(D, 2) and G= G - U, then G is a compact smooth 2n-manifold in a closed smooth 
(2n + 1)-manifold K w-hich is an n-hand-iebody, see Milnor[19] and Hamm[9]. Hence we have 
that cry(G, 8G) = 0 for i _-< n %1, and by the general position that w,(K, GU U) --- ¢r,(K, K - G) = 0 
for i -< n. Since / is square free, 2 f" = Z/~ tq I? and I7" - ~ I?' is the tra-nsversai intersection of f" 
and H-  2H, it follows from the arguments of Kato-Matsumoto[12] that re(U, 0_G)= 0 for all 
i _-< n - s - 1. Note that ~r~(G, aG) = 0 for i < n - 1 implies that, if s > 0, ~-, (U, d_G)-~r, (__G U U, G) 
is surjective for i_- < n -s -  1 and hence 7r,(_GU U,_G)= 0 for i_- < n -s -  1. It follows from the 
homotopy exact sequence for the triple (K,G_UU, G) that ¢r~(K,G)~-zr~(K,_G)=O for all 
i _-< n - s - 1, provided that s => 0. If s = - 1, i.e., 2V '= ~, then .flU: U-- ,D.  ~ is a smooth fiber 
bundle with a fiber 0_.G since f has no critical point on U. Therefore, we have that 
rr,(K,G)=Ir,(K,G)=Ir,(K,G__U U)~m(K,K -_G)=O for all i<n  - s  - 1. This completes the 
proof of the Assertion. 
Now the Assertion implies that 
~'ffV, V - V') =-- zr~(P N, pN -- H) --" ~r~(p, ') ~ Ir~(K(Z, 2)) for i < n - s - 1. 
Since zrffP N) -7rffK(Z, 2)) for i_- < 2N, by the five lemma we have the required commutative 
diagram; 
7r,(P N) , ~ri(PN, P r ' -H)  , ~r~-,(P N -H)  
?11 ill ~11 
~,(P) , ,r,(p,p') ,, 7r,_,(p') 
Ill Ill ill 
7r,-,(S t) , ~r,-,(S'l(ZlhZ)) , zr,-2(Z/hZ) 
~ll I1[ Ill 
7r,(K(Z, 2)) , ~r,(K(Z, 2)) ,7r,-,(K(Z/hZ, 1)) 
for i _-< n - s - 1, completing the proof. 
Let V be an algebraic set in P~'. We have the homomorphism i,: zr~(V)~ ~r2(P N) induced by 
the inclusion i: Vc-,P ~'. Suppose that i,(zrz(V)) = r/Z C Z = zrz(PN). Then the number 77 will be 
called the second degree of V in pN. If V is simply connected, then 77 is positive integer, since by 
the Hurewicz isomorphism theorem i .(H:(V)) = 71Z C Z = H2(P ~) and i*: H :(pN) --, H2(V) is a 
monomorphism. However, 71 may vanish if ~rt(V) # {1} (for example, if V is a non-singular curve 
of genus -> 1 or an abelian variety). 
COROLLARY 7.2. (The fundamental group of the complement of a generic hypersurface section). 
Let V be a non-singular variety in Pu of complex dimension , and V' a generic hypersurface 
section of V by a hypersufface H of degree h. Suppose that n - s - I >= 2 and V has second degree 
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r I in pN, where s = dimcEV'. Then the fundamental group ~r(V- V') is given by the following 
central extension; {0} ~ Z/(r/• h. Z) ~ It,( V - V') ~ ~r,(V) ~ {I}, and a generator of Z/(~- h. Z) is 
represented by the boundary of a normal disk (= a normal circle) to V' - 7. V' in V. In particular, if 
~rt(V) = {1}, then ~r,(V- V') is a finite cyclic group of order ~ • h. 
Proof. For a complex (N - n + 2)-plane L in P~' which is transversal to V and to each stratum 
of an analytic Whitney stratification of H in PS, W = V N L is a non-singular surface and W' is a 
non-singular curve which is a generic hypersurhce section of W by the hypersurhce H in P'~. 
Since n - s - l _-> 2, we have by Theorem 7.1 that re(W, W - W') --- 7r,(V, V - V') for i <- 2. On the 
other hand, the Lefschetz hyperplane section theorem gives us that ~r,(V, W) = 0 for i <_-2 and 
hence that ~r,(W) ~ ~r,(V) and ~r2(W)~ rr2(V) is surjective. By making use of the five lemma in 
the following commutative diagram 
~r2(V) , ~r~(V, V -  V')  , ~r , (V -  V') , ~r,(V) , (1} 
~-~(W) - , ~-..(W, W - W' )  , ~-,(W - W' )  , ~-,(W) , {1} 
we have that ~r,(W- W' ) -  1r , (V-  V'). Since 7r..(W)~ ~r2(V) is surjective, the second degree of 
W in P~' equals the second degree 77 of V in pN. Thus the proof of Corollary 7.2 has been reduced 
to the case n = 2 and s =-  1. By Theorem 7.1 we have a commutative diagram; 
~r:(W) , rr~(W, W-  W') , , r , (W- W') 
1'- 1 1 
7r2(1 ~')  , ~'2(P ~, P~ - H)  , rr,(P N - H)  
II IJ I 
Z " ,  Z ~Zl(h'Z).  
, ~r,(W) ,(1} 
, (o} 
Since W has the second degree "0 in pN, we have a short exact sequence; 
(1} ,Z/(n.h.Z) ,~- , (W-W')  ,~-,(W) ,{1} 
Ill ?ll 
~,(V-  V') , Irl(V) 
To complete the proof it remains to show that the generator of Z/('0 • h • Z) can be represented 
by a normal circle to W'(V') in W(V) and that Z/(r/. h .  Z) is contained in the center of 
7r,( W - W'). 
Note that the generator of ~rz(l ~ ,  I ~' - H)  --- Z is represented by a disk normal to H - Y.H in 
pr,, and hence the generator of Ir2(W, W - W') - ~'2(P r~, P~ - H)  is represented by a normal disk 
to W' - EW' in W. This implies that the generator of ~h(W - W') is represented by the boundary 
of the normal disk. In order to see that Z/(r/• h • Z) is contained in the center of ~rl(W- W'), we 
take a tubular neighborhood T of W' in W. Then a normal circle represents an element of ~rt(OT) 
which commutes with every element of 7r,(OT), since OT is an S'-bundle over W' and the normal 
circle is its fiber. If we put E = V - 7", then an h-fold cover of E is homeomorphic with a compact 
manifold/~ in the 2-handlebody G obtained in the proof of Theorem 7.1 such that G-- Int/~ is an 
h-cobordism between 0_G and 0~,, provided that ~, there, is chosen sufficiently small. It follows 
from the dual handle decomposition that lr~(E, OT) --" 7r,(/~, 0E) ~ ~r,(G, 063 = 0 for i _-< 1, and 
hence that U l (aT)~ lrt(E)--- I r , (W-  W'), is surjective. Therefore, the generator of Z/(~ • h • Z) 
commutes with every element of z r , (W-  W'), namely, Z/(r~ • h • Z) is contained in the center of 
r r , (W-  W'), completing the proof. 
Remark. In [1], Abhyankar obtains results similar to Corollary 7.2 for the algebraic 
fundamental group of V -V '  in a more general situation. We do not know whether the 
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corresponding geometric results hold. On the other hand, it should be noted that our results gives 
the order of the kernel of ~r,(V- V')-~, ¢q(V) in terms of the degree of H and the second egree 
of V in P" related to the second homotopy group of V. 
LEMMA 7.3. Let V be an algebraic set in pN and V® the infinite hyperplane section of V, 
V®= V N P= N-'. Suppose that V is defined by r homogeneous polynomials and k = 
N-  r-dimc(EV U EV~)- I >-2. Then we have that ~r,(V- V~)={1}. 
Proof. Putting 2=2VU2V~,  d imc2=s and dimeV=n, we note that the assumption 
N - r - s - 1 = k _-> 2 implies that N - r _-> 2 and s _-< n - 3. Hence by Corollary 5.2, Y. is at least 
~r(2)-trivial in V. We have that by Lemma 2.2 w,(V-2)~- ~r,(V), ¢r,(V- V~-2)~ ¢r~(V- V~) 
and by Lemma 6.1, ~-,(V) --- ~h(P ~) = {1}. Let p denote a normal circle to V~ - 2 in V - 2. Since 
~r~(V-Z)~ ¢r,(V)= {1} and V ' -2  is connected, it follows that the normal closure of p in 
~r~(V - Z - V®) --- ¢r,(V - V~) is ;r~(V - 2 - V®) --- ~r~(V - V®) itself, (see Kervaire [ 16]). Let L be 
a complex (N-s - l ) -p lane  in P" such that W = V A L and W~ = v®n L are transversal 
intersections of V-~rV and V=-Y~V® with L, respectively. Then one can regard the 
non-singular variety W~ as a generic hyperplane section of the non-singular variety W by the 
hyperplane P~'~-~ in P~'. Since W is defined by at most r + s + 1 homogeneous polynomials, we 
have by Lemma 6.1 that ¢r,(F", W)=0 for i< -2<-N- r - s - l<-_n -s -1  and hence that 
~r,(W)=l and W has the second degree 1 in pN. By Corollary 7.2, we have that 
~h(W - W~) -- {1}. The normal circle p can be thought of as a normal circle to W® in W. Hence p 
vanishes in W-  W~ C V-  V:c. This implies that ¢r,(V- V®)= {1}, completing the proof. 
Proof of Theorem. By triangulating the triple (V,V~,2VU2V®), one can see that 
Vo = V-  V~ has the homotopy type of a finite CW-complex of dimension 2n - 1. In case k = 0, 
we have nothing to prove. In case k = 1, since V is irreducible, Vo = V-  V~ is 0-connected. To 
complete the proof of the Theorem, it remains to prove the case k _-> 2. In this case, by Lemma 7.3 
we have that ¢r,(Vo)={l}. By Corollary 6.4, we have that H~(Vo)=O for i<-k- l .  By the 
Hurewicz theorem, this implies that Vo is (k - l)-connected, completing the proof of (2). On the 
other hand, since Vo is Stein and has the homotopy type of a finite CW-complex, it follows from 
Kaup ([13], Satz 1) that H"+'(Vo) = 0 for i >- I. Since Vo is l-connected, this implies that Vo has 
the homotopy type of a finite CW-complex of dimension . 
FINAL REMARKS 
The singular Lefschetz theorems in general versions were conjectured by Grothendieck[7]. 
Hamm [9] solved the conjecture partially in its complex local version, which we used to prove our 
version of the singular Lefschetz theorem. 
The partial Poincar6 duality theorem has been studied by various mathematicians; for 
example Zeeman[23], Kaup[14], [15]. However, they did use the notion of k-regularity as in the 
more specific results given here. Actually, k-regularity implies the partial collapsibility of 
Zeeman's spectral sequence (ibid). In this sense our partial Poincar6 duality theorem is nothing 
but Columbus' egg. The k-regularity implies the local homology (k -  1)-connectivity. However, 
the converse isnot true in general. It is not hard to see that if V is a fundamental n-space which is 
locally (k - 1)-connected and if the singular set of V in the homology view points has dimension 
s, then V is (k - s)-regular. Thus if V has at most isolated singularities, we need only consider the 
local connectivity of V instead of the k-regularity. In case s >_- 1, there is a compact orientable 
locally (k-1)-connected fundamental n-space V such that H~-'(V) is not isomorphic to 
H,-c~-~}(V). (For example, consider the (s + l)-fold suspension V of a closed orientable 
connected m-manifold (m _-2) which is not a homology sphere.) This tells us that the local 
connectivity is not sufficient for the partial Poincar6 duality theorem. 
It seems plausible that any n-dimensional ffine algebraic set has the homotopy type of an 
n-dimensional finite CW-complex. 
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